
 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
  
 
 

Thank you for purchasing one of our Cha-Ching line of 
puck drop games. The following pages will help you 

assemble your new machine and provide you with some 
promotion ideas. You may call our toll-free number below 

during normal business hours for technical assistance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
 
 

1. After opening the crate door, carefully slide the main cabinet out 
of the crate using the handle hole and stand it upright (fig. A & B). 
Remove the 3 trim panels from the crate shelf and set them aside.  
Note the 2 long side panels are fastened to the crate shelf with bolts  
and wing nuts (fig. C).  
 
 
 
 
           

            
            
            
            
            
            
            
  

 
  
 

2. Remove the 2 main cabinet legs from the rear of the machine (fig D). 
Attach the legs to the lower sides of the main cabinet with (4) 1-1/4” 
screws and washers in each leg (fig. E). Note that the left side leg has  
a round hole for wiring to pass through from the lower cabinet and  
must be aligned with the left side of the cabinet with the matching hole.  
Fully tighten the leg screws. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



            
3. Lay the top center trim face down and attach (2) mounting plates 

with (4) ½” screws as shown in (fig. F) with the short side of the mounting 
plate against the rear of the panel and pointing upwards. Do not fully 
tighten. Have an assistant help lift the center trim panel on to the top  
of the main cabinet. The panel will rest in notches on each of the upper  
side panels (fig. G). Attach the center trim panel to the cabinet with (4) ½” 
screws (fig. H). Do not fully tighten. 
 
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
            

4. Stand the left side trim panel up against the side of the main cabinet. 
Insert the wiring connector at the bottom of the panel through the 
hole in the cabinet leg (fig. I). Attach the 2 wiring connectors at the 
Top of the panel (fig. J). Tuck the wiring connectors into the raceway 
and attach the panel to the main cabinet with (6) ½” screws (fig. K).  
Do not fully tighten.         
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
     



 
5. Stand the right side trim panel next to the main cabinet and attach 

the wiring connector together at the top of the panel with the connector 
on the center trim panel (fig. L). Tuck the connector into the raceway 
and attach the side panel to the main cabinet with (6) ½” screws (fig. M). 
Do not fully tighten.         
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
   
           
        

6. Attach the (2) mending plates on each side of the upper rear trim panels 
with (4) ½” screws (fig. N). After attaching the mending plates, fully 
tighten all of the trim panel screws while adjusting each piece for a 
tight fit at all of the seams. Once the trim panels are all tight, remove 
the rear cabinet door. Attach the trim lighting connector to the 
matching connector in the bottom of the cabinet and pull the main 
power cord out before closing the cabinet door (fig. O). Your machine 
should now be ready for operation. 
 
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           



           
           
           
           
   

 
REPACKING 

 
When repacking your machine into the crate, make sure to place the 

pieces as illustrated below. 
 


